
Dear members of The Grand Duchess
Elizabeth Romanov Society UK,
We would like to express our high appreciation
of your support for the Society as our
members! Many of you have been our friends,
supporters and sponsors for more than seven
years. 

We achieved a lot thanks to your help. Starting from 2016 our
conferences, exhibitions and publications brought light to many
important but not well known pages of Russian and British history
of the 19th and 20th centuries. 
We hoped that we have extended your knowledge about the life
and martyrdom of Grand Duchess Elizabeth and the last Imperial
Family and their relationship with British and European royalties.
The Romanov Cross on the Isle of Wight was erected in 2018 and
became a unique centre of cultural and religious activities. More
and more people visit it and commemorate the Royal Martyrs
closely related to the British Royal Family. 
In the year 2022 we organised a trip to Sandringham, a symposium
on the Crimean War and produced two issues of the Romanov
History Magazines. The importance of these magazines was widely
appreciated. Unfortunately, we had a half year gap in our activities
due to personal circumstances, but from June we are back to action.
(https://gdelizabeth-society.co.uk/category/events/)
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We are starting our new year of membership from this August and
hope that you remain a part of our community of history lovers!

The main aim of our society is in widening knowledge about
saintly, tragic and sometimes controversial Royal figures in
context of crucial periods of European and British history, and
connecting like minded people around this aim.

A warm welcome and congratulations to our new members!

This year we would like to make our membership more affordable
for younger generations (according to your own criteria - up to 29
years old) 
Please take a moment to look at our three types of annual
membership:

✔ ANNUAL membership (one person) - £30
✔ JOINED membership (two people) - £40
✔ UNDER 29 membership - £20

and let us not forget about our membership’s BENEFITS:

✔ each member of the Society will receive all issues of our
wonderful e-magazines (non-membership price - £5 per issue, £7-
10 hard copies) 
✔ invitations to our traditional, summer garden party;
✔ unique historical trips/pilgrimages (self funded);
✔ historical talks/conferences.
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Membership can be paid via online transaction, find the
bank details below.

Treasurers account of Grand Duchess Elizabeth Romanov
Society

Sort Code: 309986, A/C 83843968

Our team of dedicated historians are looking forward to
sharing their knowledge with you.

Please contact the Trustees: 
Chairman Dr Maria Harwood 
Nd2315@gmail.com 

Hon Secretary John Harwood 
Jm_harwood@yahoo.com

Treasurer Anna Scriven 
Anna.scriven@yahoo.com 

Fr Aleksandr Groves 
fr.aleksandrgroves@gmail.com
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